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1. Executive summary

An in-depth analysis has shown that Rwanda has the potential to become a successful
MICE destination. The economic potential of the MICE sector for Rwanda is outstanding.
The total revenues of the MICE sector of 42m US$ in 2012 can triple up to 150m US$ in
2015, which are 16% of all national export earnings or 34% of the overall tourism
receipts.
The MICE industry in Rwanda will be an important driver for the creation of jobs and
helps to alleviate poverty. The overall objective is to evoke multiplier effects within
different sectors and in different regions in Rwanda. The MICE market in Rwanda should
be self-sustaining as the suppliers have a close network and co-operate intensively. The
local business networks will support each other and are the guarantee for a highqualitative offer and best service for the visitor. The lion‘s share of the income of MICE
activities should remain in the country and trickle-down effects have to be as extensive as
possible.
Thus, all provinces of Rwanda should participate in the MICE market. The provinces
focus their offer according to their strengths. Kigali will be the centre for big meetings
and conventions, while incentives are offered in the National Parks. Other major cities
like Ruhengeri/Musanze, Gisenyi/Rubavu and Butare/Huye should further develop their
infrastructure for events and meetings and make use of their specific profile. This leads to
the reduction of regional disparities.
In the meetings and convention sector, an important pillar of the MICE strategy for
Rwanda is the hybrid meetings concept. Hybrid meetings combine local conferences with
up-to-date ICT technology which enables participants from other areas of the world to be
a part of the meetings that are hold in Kigali without being present personally. As
Rwanda is just building its MICE offer, all venues, hotels and the entire infrastructure can
be tailored to these technological changes right from the beginning. Thus, Rwanda can
become a pioneer and lighthouse project for hybrid meetings in Africa and establish itself
as an innovative and highly competitive MICE destination worldwide. Moreover,
Rwanda has the great opportunity to achieve a leading position in the field of
development related topics. Decision makers in the MICE industry prefer destinations
which are authentic and which fit to the topics discussed within the meetings. Rwanda has
the ad-vantage that the country is well-known for issues like peace building and
reconciliation, biodiversity, city management, good governance, gender and health. By
means of the selected topics it will be possible to position Rwanda as a role model for the
respective themes and to gain competitive advantages over its main competitors
Tanzania, Kenya or Uganda.
The incentive and events markets follow different rules, because they are strongly linked
with leisure tourism. Rwanda already is an excellent destination for incentives. Gorilla
trekking and wildlife excursions in the National Parks are products which are of global
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importance and attract visitors from all over the world. In a next step these offers have to
be capitalized for incentive travel and it is only a question of marketing to raise the
number of incentive guests. In the field of events, Kwita Izina already is a positive
image-generating top-event which fulfils all criteria to remain successful in future.
Rwanda should focus on authentic topics to convert other local/regional events into
world-class events, e.g. in the field of dancing, music or wildlife. The events should fit
into the framework of the national tourism strategy and have to highlight the authentic
and typical Rwandan topics. The main challenges are the improvement of the educational
situation, the quality of services and the international tourism marketing.
To become a MICE hub and thus a model and lighthouse for the entire region and at best
across Africa, a close collaboration between demand drivers, intermediaries and suppliers
is crucial to ensure a successful MICE offer. To professionalize this collaboration the
implementation of a convention bureau is inevitable to organize, facilitate and represent
the Rwandan MICE sector. While the private sector and partly public institutions provide
the offer, the convention bureau is responsible to market this offer and to support the
industry with developing a competitive MICE product. A striking advantage of the
moment is that currently neither Kenya nor Tanzania as the two main competitors operate
an own convention bureau and Rwanda may acquire a competitive advantage here. For
the RDB, as the institution which is responsible for the establishment of the convention
bureau, the next important steps are to acquire the political support, find funding
opportunities and realize the implementation. A close co-operation with the private
sector, the RDB Tourism Department as well as the comprehension of academic
institutions, areas outside Kigali and MICE related sectors are inevitable for a successful
development of the convention bureau and the entire MICE sector.
The marketing for Rwanda is another crucial step to becoming as a successful MICE hub.
It should follow the market proposition and mainly be composed of online marketing
activities, direct sales and presentations on fairs and exhibitions. A recognizable brand
specifically for the MICE sector but adapted to national branding, is very important for
Rwanda to make itself visible on the international market. All marketing activities have
to be in line with the other objectives of the MICE Strategy and the objectives of the
Tourism Strategy.
The core products which destinations have to provide for MICE tourists consist of a range
of meeting venues and excellent accommodation facilities on international standard, good
accessibility and infrastructure on site, perfect customer service, as well as a high level of
safety and security. However, there is also a desire to find new destinations, especially in
the incentive segment, although they need to be considered politically safe to travel to.
In terms of the hotel and venue offer, currently the Kigali Convention Centre and two
five star hotels are in the construction phase. These venues, the already existing MICE
venues and the current hotel offer form a good basis for the further development of the
MICE market. In the coming years the city of Kigali will continuously evolve into an
attractive and safe destination with all amenities which meet the needs of MICE guests
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from both African and overseas countries. Even now, Kigali has a distinctive and positive
atmosphere; it is a green, clean and compact city.
At present, the air connection is excellent for EAC and COMESA markets and adequate
for Europe and the Middle East. Limiting factors are the current quality of services, the
educational situation in the tourism and service sector, marketing and communication of
the touristic offer and public transport in Kigali.
As MICE business is a people‘s business the on-going development of the MICE workforce and improvement of the service quality is of utmost importance. Rwandan people
should make the difference: qualified staff, needed for the enlargement of the MICE sector, should come from Rwanda so that the local labor market profits from the MICE
development. A MICE network between the private sector, RDB and educational
institutions has to be established.
In conclusion it can be said that the goal to become a regional MICE hub can be
achieved, if the future development includes all fields of action, such as product and
infrastructure development, education, ICT improvement and professional marketing.
While promising political and economic frame conditions and a positive development in
the Rwandan tourism industry are given, substantial investment from both, private sec-tor
and public institutions, is still needed. But Rwanda has the advantage to ―start fresh‖ and
to learn from the MICE businesses of the direct neighbors (Kenya, Tanzania), but also the
best practices worldwide.
For this document, current information and data as well as professional expertise from
MICE market associations have been used as basis. Two stakeholder workshops and one
survey among venue suppliers have been conducted in Rwanda, the main decision makers
from the Rwanda tourism industry as well as RDB higher management has been
contacted and interviewed. The consultants‘ team had excellent support from European
and German specialists from the MICE sector as well as from a local consultant, who is a
tourism professional and expert in Rwanda.
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2. Introduction
The Rwandan government has identified the tourism sector as one of the mainstays of the
economy. But one of the acknowledged key constraints to continuing growth of
Rwanda‘s tourism industry is the lack of diversity of the tourism product. The ―Gorillamarket‖ is saturated; Future growth will come from new tourism segments and products.
Obviously, there is a deficit in MICE (Meetings, Incentives, Conventions, Events/
Exhibitions) tourism. The MICE Market is a sector with evident potential to help broaden
the product range and moreover attract new investment not only in tourism related
segments. Rwanda's objective is therefore to open up this market for the country and to
draw profits from it.
Currently in Rwanda the planning and management of MICE events often is executed in
an ad-hoc and semi-professional manner with only little coordination among the
stakeholders. Thus it is estimated that the lack of information sharing and professional
advance planning on MICE events costs Rwanda‘s economy huge losses.
In a fundamental analysis1 it was made clear that Rwanda has a good chance to successfully participate in the international MICE market. The forecasted revenues as well as the
impact on the economy and society are positive; the government supports the expansion
of the sector. What is still lacking is a firm basis, a formal framework in which the sector
can be developed further. To close these gaps and tap the global MICE market in a
professional way, first the creation, passing and implementation of a National Strategy
for the MICE segment is inevitable.

3. Alignment with other National Strategies
The following MICE strategy builds on the foundations which were laid by the according
National Policies and Strategies: the Sustainable Tourism Development Master Plan,
which was developed by the Government of Rwanda and UNWTO in May 2009 and the
Rwanda Tourism Policy, which was developed by the Government of Rwanda in
November 2009.
The Sustainable Tourism Development Master Plan for Rwanda provides a general profound and comprehensive framework and therefore should serve as a guideline also for
the development of the MICE segment in Rwanda.
The Master Plan covers MICE related topics in the following main statements:
“A valuable conference market has developed - without any significant coordinated
marketing activity - and offers clear potential for growth (Master Plan, 2009, 63).
1

Rwanda MICE Development Feasibility Study, RDB, 2012
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Current statistics fail to differentiate conference from business visitors. (…) The market is
essentially regional, with most attendees coming from east and southern Africa, with
occasional events (for example on the subjects of conflict resolution or Aids) drawing
participants from farther afield. The prime attractions of Kigali are its growing
reputation in the region for safety and security, and reasonable air access from regional
capitals.
In the short term, however, growth of this lucrative market is restricted by the lack of
adequate infrastructure in terms of meeting space and suitable hotel accommodation, as
well as (…) poor customer service, overcharging of visitors and poor language skills.
(…)The proposed building of a big new conference center in Kigali, scheduled for 2011,
together with planned new and refurbished high-end hotels, and in time a new airport,
should create excellent opportunities to grow this valuable segment of the market which
can provide lucrative business for many periods of the year including outside the main
holiday seasons.” (Master Plan, 2009, 74)
These statements are valid up to now but one can see very easily that the time lines have
not been met so far.
Nevertheless the overall vision for the tourism development is still a guideline – also for
the MICE segment:
“Through well-managed marketing, development and public/private partnerships,
Rwanda will become established as a leading wildlife and eco-tourism destination and a
regional conference hub, with a high quality, affordable and diversified tourism product
that makes a growing contribution to the overall socio-economic development of the
country.” (Master Plan, 2009, 93)
The present MICE strategy fits into this framework, since the objectives can be achieved
only if the developments in the tourism sector will be matched and interlocked with the
MICE sector. The time horizon for 2021 is very ambitious and requires more than the
maximum effort at all levels.

4. Current Trends in the MICE Segment
The MICE industry has emerged over recent decades as an important contributor to
national economies. MICE travel will continue to be a high growth segment but will
change dramatically in terms of technology and format. Time-poor business travelers will
seek to combine business and leisure trips. Tourism policy development needs to be
aware of such changes.
MICE is a business-oriented branch, involving short, involuntary travel activities (apart
from incentives).The core products which destinations have to provide for MICE tourists
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consist of a range of meeting venues and excellent accommodation facilities on
international standard, good accessibility and infrastructure on site, perfect customer
service, as well as a high level of safety and security. However, there is also a desire to
find new destinations, especially in the incentive segment, although they need to be
considered politically safe to travel to. In reference to meetings and conventions, a major
strategic factor is that destinations focus on topics, which are visible in the destination
where the meetings take place.
Apart from these preliminaries, it seems to be that the meeting industry will see
unparalleled change in the coming years: technology will bolster communication; the
return on investment (ROI) and strategic meetings management will be vital to business
success and reduced budgets will lead to smarter events. In times of globalization, geographical distance is becoming less important and as budgets become more and more
tight, many meetings move to cyber space - a trend that will continue through the next
years. Thus, technology has finally gone mainstream. Virtual meetings (online attendance
only) and hybrid meetings (in-person and online attendance) are getting increasingly
popular. Unlike past years when meeting professionals considered web-based meeting
alternatives as a threat, today‘s planners have embraced the ability to broaden the reach of
events with a lower economic and environmental footprint. The MICE industry‘s
consensus is that virtual and hybrid events will continue to increase in number, find better
execution and have no ill-impact on the face-to-face model. Corporate planners expect
smaller meetings in the next years, using hybrid technology to expand the effectiveness of
each event; they also describe planning a greater number of these meetings, because each
smaller meeting will be better targeted to a specific delegate type. Face-to-face meetings
remain unchanged especially with participants from the region, be-cause they are far
better equipped to forming lasting relationships and business partnerships. They will
serve also in the future for confidence building and will remain indispensable for business
success.
But the technical developments mean that Rwanda has the unique opportunity to take
advantage of hybrid meetings because they will bring extra revenue generated by
participation fees of hybrid conference participants who would not attend the conference
due to time and / or budget reasons anyway. Long-established MICE destinations must
now adapt to these trends and make large investments in order to keep their offer up -todate. In contrast, Rwanda is just building its MICE offer. Thus, all venues, hotels and the
entire infrastructure can be tailored to the new challenges posed by the technological
changes, right from the beginning. Consequently Rwanda should aim to be an early
adopter of the latest trends in the MICE segment – and thereby become the pioneer and
lighthouse project for hybrid meetings in Africa.
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5. Rwanda Convention Bureau (RCB)
To become a MICE hub and thus a model and lighthouse for the entire region and at best
across Africa, it is essential to establish and develop a convention bureau to organize and
represent the Rwandan MICE sector.
Convention bureaus are non-profit organizations which represent a certain destination for
the MICE tourism industry. Convention bureaus are primarily designed to assist meeting
and event planners with coordination of event logistics such as site selection and
transportation needs. Convention bureaus also promote their cities and/or the en-tire
country to MICE planners. In addition, a convention bureau serves as main collection
point for all stakeholders in the MICE segment - all the MICE related information from
the supply side converges here.
Thus, a convention bureau in Rwanda would have the task to coordinate all MICE
activities and ensure that Rwanda is increasing its tourism receipts and length of stay
through MICE events. With its marketing activities it can stimulate growth in the MICE
market and also in the leisure tourism for Rwanda.
A significant advantage that a convention bureau in Rwanda could realize is the
importance of being present on the worldwide market especially at significant trade fairs
to exhibit the ―product Rwanda‖ as a MICE destination. A convention bureau must have
a great knowledge of where to present the ―product Rwanda‖. It is not about trying to be
present everywhere, but it is essential to promote the product at the most important trade
fairs and events as well as in the most important target markets to advertise the
destinations offers and services. A convention bureau needs to promote Rwanda through
participating in discussions, presenting at industry conventions and events, and doing
workshops as well as several memberships in international organizations.
A consolidated view of all these factors indicates that the implementation of a convention
bureau is inevitable when aiming at being successful on the international MICE market.
A striking advantage of the moment is that currently neither Kenya nor Tanzania as the
two main competitors operate an own convention bureau and Rwanda may acquire a
competitive advantage here. As Rwanda starts from scratch it is useful to consider best
practice examples of successful institutions which operate in the same industry. In the
Rwanda MICE Development Feasibility Study, six prosperous convention bureaus, from
Europe and Africa, are introduced and the lessons learnt compiled comprehensively2.

2

Rwanda MICE Development Feasibility Study, RDB, 2012 , Chapter 5
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6. Vision

The MICE Market Vision for Rwanda is:
Rwanda establishes itself as the hub for hybrid meetings and conventions in Eastand Central Africa. Moreover Rwanda is perceived the leading African destination
for first class incentives and events.
As defined in the comprehensive MICE Development Feasibility Study3 and in the previous
chapter, hybrid meetings are the future of the MICE sector. Thus, the number of hybrid meetings
should be increased and thereby enhance the provision of physical meetings. Rwanda will serve
as a regional hub (EAC) for meetings and conventions with the option to expand the meetings
contextually and geographically to other continents via IC technology, such as life-streaming,
interactive formats, virtual as well as hybrid meetings facilities.
In this context the worldwide tendency of decreasing the carbon footprint is incorporated by
establishing Rwanda as a brand which acts as a pioneering destination regarding the combination
of traditional MICE products, such as meetings and conferences, with new telecommuting
technology, like online meetings and conference calls. This approach also fits in the development
strategy of Rwanda, which on the one hand defines the ICT sector as one of the main pillars of
the future development and on the other hand sets high standards in terms of an overall
sustainable approach.
Rwanda already is an excellent destination for incentives. Gorilla trekking and wildlife
excursions in the National Parks are products which are of global importance and at-tract visitors
from all over the world. In a next step these offers have to be capitalized for incentive travel and
it is only a question of marketing to raise the number of incentive guests. In the field of events,
Kwita Izina is a positive image-generating top-event which fulfils all criteria to remain
successful in future. Rwanda should focus on authentic topics to convert other local/regional
events into world-class events, e.g. in the field of dancing, music or wildlife. The events should
fit into the framework of the national tourism strategy and have to highlight the authentic and
typical Rwandan topics.
A close organizational connection between the incentive, events and the meetings and
convention sector will lead to an overall success of the MICE sector.
3

Rwanda MICE Development Feasibility Study, RDB, 2012
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In this vision all three pillars of sustainability are paid attention to: The economic sustainability
is aspired by the use of local providers, technology and products, which strengthen the inner
economy and identification with the country‘s assets. Social sustainability is being aimed at by
investing in education, capacity building and research, which ensures the independence of
Rwanda from the USA, China or Europe knowledge-wise. The ecologic sustainability will be the
hardest part to achieve as nature is exploited even by the most eco-conscious countries.
Particularly the international convention business causes high environmental stress. With the
offer of virtual and hybrid meetings technology, Rwanda takes the lead in the international
MICE segment in demonstrating its high sense of responsibility in environmental protection.

7. Mission Statement

The MICE segment is striving to promote its members and the MICE related business
community as well as the entire destination Rwanda as the East African MICE hub.
Rwanda presents itself externally as one destination - whether for leisure or business travelers.
Leisure tourism and business tourism stakeholders work hand in hand. The unique selling
propositions of Rwanda are communicated internally and externally at all levels.
Clients and stakeholders are treated with fairness, dignity, and respect. Civic and employee pride
are accomplished through constant pursuit of excellence and a MICE work force that values and
reflects the diversity of the Rwanda MICE market.
The partnerships with stakeholders should help people move towards independence, maintain
pride and dignity and realize their potential in the Rwandan MICE market.

8. Market Segments
It is vital to acknowledge the fact that MICE tourism is diversified into different branches which
pose different strengths and weaknesses to Rwanda. MICE segments are also known to be very
dependent on current market trends and global development, there-fore it is crucial to choose a
few branches which will be established and groomed accordingly as well as monitored
constantly to react to possible market changes.
Generally, MICE tourism is divided into six main market segments. They are generated by
organizations choosing this form of communication to deliver a message, to train, to sell
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products, to reward, to promote goods and services, to educate, to celebrate or to collaborate on
issues and solutions. The MICE event might be small with a couple of delegates conducting a
workshop seminar, a product launch with a medium number of participants or it could be a large
international convention with thousands of delegates from all over the world. It might therefore
be held in the convention centre, a lodging accommodation facility or elsewhere in temporary
MICE venues.
As a basis for the strategy the main segments and their characteristics for Rwanda are described
below:
1) Government meetings: Today, government meetings represent a large slice of the MICE
market in Rwanda although the category has the smallest economic contribution to
the tourism market. These meetings are often held as part of a regional rotation or in
response to a political, economic or development situation.
2) Association meetings & conventions: Association meetings & conventions are a vital
component of the MICE sector and have experienced a healthy growth over the past
years worldwide. For some operators, such as the prospective Rwandan KCC or the
accommodation facilities, they provide the largest share of business. The relative
stability of the association sector compared to corporate meetings makes is
particularly attractive for Rwanda. The market is less susceptible to short-term
changes in economic conditions because of the long-led nature of the business and the
need to maintain meetings as a revenue generating form of member communication.
Rwanda needs to take into account some important trends in this segment, such as
budgets cuts at all levels, increasing power of professional congress organizers and
association management companies, more relevance of international bidding
procedures, increasing importance of the quality of the convention programme and
the high standards for venues, facilities and services. With some strategic initiatives
this segment can be strengthened, such as infrastructure development, joint marketing
efforts of RDB Tourism Department and the prospective MICE marketing entity
/convention bureau, participations at MICE trade shows and the development of
tailored Rwandan convention programmes.
3) Corporate meetings: Corporate meetings tend to be smaller in size than the association
meetings & conferences, but overall represent a larger share of the total MICE
market, in terms of number and frequency of events. The meetings can have many
forms: from annual corporate conferences to retreats, training seminars and product
launches. For Rwanda this segment currently cannot be fully tapped as it tends to
reflect the strength of the economy and many international transnational corporations
are based in Europe, Asia or the US and choose surrounding meeting venues for their
corporate meetings. Although Rwanda could research and address the EAC based
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businesses and moreover still remains at-tractive for all kind of companies due to the
corporate incentive market.
4) Corporate incentives: Corporate incentive travel, used to reward top clients, distributors
and/or staff, can range from very small groups or couples to large groups of many
thousands at one time. The opportunity to interact with higher level executives has
motivational value. Incentive travel rewards participants to build relationships with
peers away from work and the opportunity for participants to experience something
unique — something they could not do on their own. This is quite important for
Rwanda as the gorilla trekking product is a unique and once-in-a-lifetime experience
which can be used as vehicle for incentive travel.
5) International events: Developing international events (e.g. sports, culture, music etc.)
with the support of public-private stakeholders is attractive for image-building and
this option needs to be explored further in detail. The Kwita Izina or the Pan-African
Dance festival, for example, could attract more and high class clientele – but this
could be achieved by extensive targeted marketing only.
Domestic events: The MICE stakeholders and government entity (or convention
bureau) should support local events and target the domestic and regional market. The
more professional local events become, the more attractive they could be for further
product development. The concentrated media value achieved during events could
provide Rwanda with major promotional value.
6) Exhibitions: The exhibition grounds in Kigali are mainly for domestic trade, but in the
long-term more regional activities are foreseen. Exhibitions form an important
component of many association conferences, providing a valuable revenue source and
commercial boost to the event. There are important trends in the exhibition segment,
which are affecting Rwanda, such as the fact that conferences and seminars are
increasingly being run alongside exhibitions and vice versa, there is an increase in
technology involving teleconferencing and web-casting. International wellestablished existing exhibition formats are already being used in other destinations,
such as ITB Berlin, ITB Asia, IMEX Frankfurt and IMEX America. The current
limitations in Rwanda remain in the poor exhibition infrastructure and mainly
domestic interests in these exhibitions. Therefore, there are some strategic issues for
this market segment, such as to specialize and tailor a few typical Rwanda exhibitions
to reach regional awareness and focus on neighbouring countries
The current plans to develop a new exhibition ground perfectly fit into the MICE strategy. While
this strategy is being developed, the planning process of the RITEP is in an initial phase, so this
development has not been included into this paper.
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The suitability and attractiveness of the diverse MICE segments for Rwanda have been analysed
with the portfolio tool for the present MICE market situation and the future development
perspectives according to a) the suitability of the Rwanda MICE offer (indicators: quantity,
competitiveness and quality) and b) market attractiveness (indicators: market volume, financial
attractiveness and acquisition potential).
At present
o Government meetings (public sector)
o Corporate incentives (private sector)
o Domestic events (private, public sector)
have the most impact on Rwanda‘s MICE performance in terms of market attractiveness and
suitability for the Rwandan MICE market.
Figure 1: Present MICE Market Situation

As seen on the first graph as well, corporate incentives do not have a lot of impact on
Rwanda‘s MICE market at the moment; however, as stated before, the corporate incentive
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branch is of important value to the Rwandan tourism and should be extended and marketed
significantly.
In future the market segments of
o Association meetings & conventions,
o Corporate incentives, government meetings
o Domestic events are to be the most fruitful, as shown in the following second graph.

Figure 2: Future Development Perspectives
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When comparing the first and second graph, it is obvious, that the MICE branch of exhibitions
and domestic events momentarily are not counting as key strengths.
Thus, Rwanda is advised best when concentrating prospectively on their key MICE branches
o Association meetings & conventions (public/private sector, NGOs)
o Corporate incentives (private sector)
o Domestic events (private, public sector)
o Corporate meetings (private sector)
Rwanda, by the means of its convention bureau, is asked to focus especially on the NGO‘s and
private sector involvement in MICE tourism, as corporate meetings tend to generate more FDI as
government meetings.

9. Potential Customers and Catchment Area
The main target markets for the first step in the development of Rwanda towards a MICE
destination are mainly its five neighbours which are therefore the generating areas for the MICE
tourism business, except DR Congo. East African Destinations and tourism products are a
complement due to the fact that many tourists especially from far-flung source markets like
America or Europe tend to travel to the whole East African region instead of traveling to one
specific country. Therefore, the generating regions and Rwanda have a shared interest.
Rwanda is currently experiencing a higher amount of business travellers from the East African
region due to their shared interest than from business guests from other continents. However, the
large amount of (business) visitors from the Congo does not result in MICE activities, but
derives from local trade. Therefore the numbers do not represent a huge demand from the DRC.
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Figure 3: Visitor Arrivals in Rwanda
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Source: RDB, 2012

Potential Customers: Meetings and Conventions
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For the meetings and conventions sector there are several options to increase custom-ers. The
table below shows which kinds of organizations are relevant for the Rwandan market and which
significance the single clusters will gain within the next five years. Afterwards the situation will
have changed, as until then most facilities which are still under construction or even projected
will be operating.
For the valuation of the significance the following aspects have been taken into account:
o Offer: Existing and projected facilities and quality of services
o Demand: Quantitative importance of market segment
o Others: Frame conditions, e.g. transport, accessibility of decision-makers
Figure 4: Medium Term Pattern of Demand – Significance for the Rwanda MICE Segment

On the Rwandan level, especially companies, associations and NGOs are customers with very
high significance. Currently, Kigali is home to many international organisations, although not to
the headquarters. A lot of movement within the MICE industry can be expected since, in case
international organisations choose Kigali as a destination as these organizations will bring
business to Kigali on a regular basis. In the following, international organizations in which
Rwanda is a member or participates in some other way are listed: ACP, AFDB, AU, C, CEPGL,
COMESA, EAC, EADB, FAO, G-77, IAEA, IBRD, ICAO, ICRM, IDA, IFAD, IFC, IFRCS,
ILO, IMF, Interpol, IOC, IOM, IPU, ISO, ITSO, ITU, ITUC, MIGA, NAM, OIF, OPCW, UN,
UNAMID, UNCTAD, UNESCO, UNIDO, UNISFA, UNMISS, UNWTO, UPU, WCO, WHO,
WIPO, WMO, WTO (CIA Fact book).
Within the EAC numbers of meetings and conventions increase rapidly and will continue
growing in the next years due to the rising importance of the EAC itself. On the EAC level
nearly all public institutions and associations are of high importance, as meetings will take place
in all member states alternately. Government institutions are less important as they usually make
use of their own premises in ministries and authorities.
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On the continental level, NGOs could be these kinds of institutions to hold conventions and
meetings, as Rwanda has an excellent reputation regarding the topics which are discussed among
NGOs. Convention planners prefer places which are authentic and resemble good examples of
the conference subject. Moreover, for NGOs the needs regarding quality standards and security
are lower than for governmental institutions. Some of African based NGOs also have an office in
Rwanda which makes it easier to acquire customers.
On the international level the significance for the next five years will be mainly low, as the
existing facilities currently do not meet the needs of these customer groups, neither in terms of
capacity nor regarding service quality and security standards. Associations or companies also
have very high expectations regarding quality of facilities, and they are free to choose a MICE
destination worldwide. Currently the offer for meetings and conventions in Rwanda cannot
compete with international competitors. This will change significantly when the KCC, the new
five star hotels and the RCB are operating success-fully
When focusing on the goal to attract NGOs at international level in the near future, the following
list of the most important NGOs dealing with the main topics of Rwanda could be of important
advice4 (Headquarters are in bold letters, only the relevant branches are named). These NGOs
have a major impact on the world‘s development and are future customers for the MICE
products offered by the RCB. Direct flight connections to and from those destinations are
therefore crucial in order to tap these markets and to be close to the customer.
Knowing where in the world the potential MICE buyers are also helps with addressing and
advertising strategically and develop a marketing which is visible in the source markets.
Furthermore, addressing the institutions mentioned below directly will also be beneficial for
building up long-lasting relationships.
Selected NGO-Headquarters
a) Peace building
o Cureviolence (Chicago/ US)
o Apopo (Morogoro/ Tanzania, Antwerp/ Belgium, Geneva/ Switzerland, Maputo/
Mozambique, Bangkok/ Thailand)
o Search for Common Ground (Washington DC/ US, Brussels/ Belgium)
b) Development

4

The Global Journal, The Top 100 best NGOs, 2013, www.theglobaljournal.ch
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o Brac (Dhaka/ Bangladesh, London/ UK, New York/ US, Monrovia/ Liberia, Freetown/
Sierra Leone, Atlabara-Juba/ South Sudan, Dar es Salaam/ Tanzania, Kampala/ Uganda)
o Acumen Fund (New York/ US, Mumbai/ India, Nairobi/ Kenya, Accra/ Ghana)
o Mercy Corps (Portland,
Cambridge/UK)

Washington

DC,

Seattle/

US,

Edinburgh,

London,

c) Environment
o Ceres (Boston/ US)
o Rare (Arlington/ US, Beijing, Kunming/ China)
o Water for People (Denver/ US, West Bengal/ India, Blantyre/ Malawi, Kigali/ Rwanda
Kampala/Uganda).
d) Health
o Partners in Health (Boston/ US, Toronto/ Canada)
o CHAI (Clinton Health Access Initiative) (New York, Boston, Chicago, Little Rock/ US)
AMREF (Nairobi/ Kenya, Addis Ababa/ Ethiopia, Pretoria/ South Africa, Juba/ South
Sudan, Dar es Salaam/ Tanzania, Kampala/ Uganda, Dakar/ Sénégal)
e) Law and Justice
o Transparency International (Berlin/ Germany)
o International Center for Transitional Justice (New York/ US, Abidjan, Cote d‘Ivoire,
Brussels/ Belgium, Geneva/ Switzerland, Kampala/ Uganda, Nairobi/ Kenya, Tunis/
Tunisia)
o International Commission of Jurists (Geneva/ Switzerland, Bangkok/ Thailand, Johannesburg/ South Africa)
f) Children and Youth
o Akshaya Patra Foundation (Bangalore/ India, Stoneham/ US, London/ UK)
o Aflatoun (Amsterdam/ Netherlands)
o Save the Children (Westport, Washington DC/ US)
g) Technology
o FrontlineSMS (Nairobi/ Kenya, London/ UK, Washington DC/ US)
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o Cambia (Canberra/ Australia)
o Code for America (San Francisco/ US)

Potential Customers: Incentive Market
Incentives are an important market for the Rwandan tourism industry, as the country has an
outstanding tourism product in terms of nature tourism. Moreover it is a mainly unknown
destination, which makes it even more interesting for special interest tour operators from the
incentives sector. Regarding the demand and potential customers the global incentives and
tourism industry can be attracted. There are no limitations. It is more an issue for the marketing
strategy and has to be handled in close collaboration with the general tourism marketing of
Rwanda. The most important factor for choosing a destination in which an incentive should take
place is the image of the country and the perception among decision makers about the certain
incentives product.
In terms of product development the RDB Tourism Department and the private sector should be
supported by the MICE department, or best by a convention bureau in developing attractive
packages for companies, as the requirements for incentives may vary in comparison to
―conventional‖ offers. Moreover specific programmes as spouse/affiliate programmes for
conventions should be developed by the private sector – and marketed through the convention
bureau.
Regarding the measurement of the incentives market huge problems occur as it is not clearly
defined whether a touristic package that was booked, is part of the leisure segment or the MICE
segment. The differentiation is unclear. Here again a close co-operation between the RDB and
the MICE sector (convention bureau) is essential.

10. MICE Market of Rwanda 2010-2021 – Economic Impact
Since neither primary research over a full calendar year on the demand and supply side for the
MICE market is not available in Rwanda, nor exists a complete set of the Tourism Satellite
Accounts to measure the economic contribution of the MICE segment, the estimations of the
contribution of the MICE market is based on the percentage share of the total business travel
segment. In the following calculation the 3%-projection serves as basis, as this is validated by
ICCA (international arrival number from 2011 (air and land), the experience from other countries
and information from RDB.
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In order to demonstrate the importance of investments in the MICE sector, two scenarios have
been elaborated: a first one without and a second one with comprehensive investments by the
Rwandan government.
It should be noted that the figures below relate to personal expenditures of the delegates only and
do not include neither additional investments from the organizer nor any secondary economic
effects for Rwanda (multiplier effects). Valid data about multiplier effects regarding the tourism
sector in Rwanda currently do not exist. In Europe, an average of 30% has to be added to the
overall revenue (after tax) to calculate the multiplier effects.

10.1 Economic Relevance of the MICE Industry
Scenario 1: No investments by the Rwandan government are realised.
Putting all current information into account, an annual growth rate of 15% can be fore-casted. It
is expected that the percentage growth will be higher in the first years and drop afterwards, so
that in average 15% can be achieved. The average receipts per dele-gate and per day reflect data
from ICCA for Africa, which is $ 641. An annual increase of the expenditure per delegate has
been taken into account. Finally, it has been multiplied with the average length of 4.1 days for
the African market in 2011.
Figure 5: Projection of Delegates & Receipts in the MICE Market of Rwanda 2010-2021
without investment
Year

MICE
MICE receipts Incl.
Returning Incl.
Fellow
delegates
leisure tourists (15%) Travelers (15%)
2010 9.214
$24.215.313
$26.150.253
$27.255.933
2011 10.596
$27.847.610
$30.072.791
$31.344.323
2012 12.186
$32.024.752
$34.583.710
$36.045.972
2013 14.013
$36.828.465
$39.771.267
$41.452.868
2014 16.115
$42.352.734
$45.736.957
$47.670.798
2015 18.533
$48.705.645
$52.597.500
$54.821.418
2016 21.313
$56.011.491
$60.487.125
$63.044.630
2017 24.509
$64.413.215
$69.560.194
$72.501.325
2018 28.186
$74.075.197
$79.994.223
$83.376.523
2019 32.414
$85.186.477
$91.993.356
$95.883.002
2020 37.276
$97.964.448
$105.792.360
$110.265.452
2021 42.867
$112.659.116 $121.661.214
$126.805.270
Source: COMPASS GmbH 2012, based on ICCA 2011 and RDB 2012

Growth
rate

15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
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Scenario 2: The measures proposed in the present strategy are realized and the private
sector also contributes to the development of MICE development.
The following table demonstrates the market potential of the MICE sector between 2012 and
2021. This data can be used to attract investors and to plan and calculate future activities in the
sector. The projection is based on the assumption that the measures and activities, recommended
by COMPASS regarding the development of the entire MICE segment and the projected
convention bureau are realized completely and that the political, social and economic frame
conditions in Rwanda and in the global MICE industry do not change substantially.
Further assumptions are:
o Kigali Convention Centre opens May 2014
o Both five star hotels, which are currently in the construction phase, open in 2014
o The Rwanda Convention Bureau starts working in 2014
o Extraordinary conventions take place every year (size more than 1,500 dele-gates)
o International Organizations open headquarters in Kigali
o Targeted marketing in key markets is realised in a professional way
o Number of venues of international standard continues growing
o 40% of delegates return as leisure tourists (internationally accepted estimation)
o 40% of delegates come with fellow travellers (internationally accepted estimation)
Based on these assumptions it can be forecasted that the number of delegates double in 2014, as
the opening of new hotels and the KCC, combined with a hybrid meetings offer, will lead to a
high visibility in the international media and attract both associations and corporate customers.
In the following years, the proposed marketing activities, a professionally run convention bureau
and further improvements of the infrastructure will have a positive impact on the demand, which
may lead to a 50% growth rate in 2015 and 2016. After 2016 the absolute numbers of delegates
lead to a saturation of the demand which implies smaller growth rates. If in 2018 a new
exhibitions ground will be opened, the growth rate may rise again up to 30%.
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Figure 6: Projection of Delegates & Receipts in the MICE Market of Rwanda 2010-2021
with investment and Rwanda Convention Bureau
Year

MICE
delegates

MICE receipts Incl. Returning Incl. Fellow Growth rate
with Investment leisure tourists Travelers
(40%)
(40%)

2010
9.214
$24.215.313
$29.375.153
2011
10.596
$27.847.610
$33.781.426
2012
12.186
$32.024.752
$38.848.640
2013
14.013
$36.828.465
$44.675.936
2014
28.027
$73.656.930
$89.351.873
2015
42.040
$110.485.394
$134.027.809
2016
63.060
$165.728.091
$201.041.714
2017
78.825
$207.160.114
$251.302.142
2018
102.473
$269.308.149
$326.692.785
2019
122.967
$323.169.778
$392.031.342
2020
141.412
$371.645.245
$450.836.043
2021
162.624
$427.392.032
$518.461.450
Source: COMPASS GmbH 2012, based on ICCA 2011
The following graph compares the scenarios.
Figure 7: MICE Receipts 2014-2021

Source: COMPASS GmbH 2012, based on ICCA 2011

$32.323.633
$37.172.178
$42.748.005
$49.160.206
$98.320.412
$147.480.618
$221.220.927
$276.526.158
$359.484.006
$431.380.807
$496.087.928
$570.501.118

15%
100%
50%
50%
25%
30%
20%
15%
15%
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10.2 Impact on the Rwandan Economy
Due to very high daily expenditures of MICE delegates the relevance of the MICE industry for
the tourism sector is outstanding.
In 2012 the share of arrivals of MICE delegates of all tourist arrivals was 1%, while the share of
receipts adds up to a 15% share of all tourism receipts.
Figure 8: MICE Arrivals and Receipts 2014-2021

Source: COMPASS GmbH 2013, based on RDB 2013
Taking the projections in figure 7 and the assumed projections of the overall tourism segment
into account, the share of the MICE receipts in comparison to all tourist receipts will rise up to
34% in 2015.
Figure 9: Share of MICE Receipts to Total Tourism Receipts
Year
Total Tourism Receipts
MICE Receipts
Share
2012
$281.800.000
$42.748.005
15,2%
2013
$324.070.000
$49.160.206
15,2%
2014
$372.680.500
$98.320.412
26,4%
2015
$428.582.575
$147.480.618
34,4%
Source: COMPASS GmbH 2013, based on RDB 2013
The contribution to national exports currently is 7.4%, while projections show that 16.6% can be
achieved in 2015.
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Figure 10: Share of MICE Receipts to Export Revenues
Year
Overall Revenues Export MICE Receipts
Share
2012
$574.000.000
$42.748.005
7,4%
2013
$656.000.000
$49.160.206
7,5%
2014
$764.000.000
$98.320.412
12,9%
2015
$890.000.000
$147.480.618
16,6%
Source: COMPASS GmbH 2013, based on RDB National Export Strategy 2011
In relation to Rwanda‘s GDP, the MICE sector currently contributes 0.6%, which will rise up to
1.7% until 2015.
Figure 11: Share of MICE Receipts to GDP
Year
GDP
MICE Receipts
2012
$6.884.867.665
$42.748.005
2013
$7.435.657.079
$49.160.206
2014
$8.030.509.645
$98.320.412
2015
$8.672.950.417
$147.480.618
Source: COMPASS GmbH 2013, World Bank 2012

Share
0,6%
0,7%
1,2%
1,7%

Overall it can be stated that the MICE sector has an outstanding potential to contribute to the
Rwandan economy. Starting with relatively small shares to the different sectors, a rapid growth
can be expected, leading to the situation that the MICE industry can be-come an important pillar
of the Rwandan economy.

11.

Intended Positioning of Rwanda as a MICE Destination

Today, Rwanda has the chance to develop the MICE market from scratch. Even though lots of
development, especially within the leisure tourism sector, has taken place al-ready, Rwanda‘s
general positioning in the worldwide travel and tourism market is not yet complete. Within its
aspiring MICE sector, Rwanda needs a clear positioning in order to define itself from other
destinations.
11.1 Rwanda’s Key Positioning Factors
First and foremost, when striving to become a regional MICE hub, Rwanda‘s key positioning
factors and gist are:
o Responsibility
o Progress & ‗Advance through Experience‘
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o Role model & ‗Flagship of African Enlightenment‘
o First choice on specific topics
The positioning as a leading country for overcoming struggle and devastation is a facilitator for
other economic and social sectors of Rwanda and helps with poverty alleviation and nation
branding. Within the EAC and Sub-Saharan Africa, Rwanda should be perceived as a neighbor
which is a leader without wanting to ―know it better‖ but incorporating its experience to other
African countries, by making use of MICE elements such as meetings, conferences, exhibitions
and incentives.
11.2 Rwanda’s MICE Topics
A clear focus on strong and authentic topics, which are visible in the country, is a major factor of
success. The MICE topics for Rwanda which need to be addressed in the overall positioning of
the country are:
o Conservation, biodiversity and sustainability
o Justice and reconciliation
o Women rights and gender issues
o Urban management
o Health and HIV
o Poverty reduction
o Good governance
o Development of biogenic medicine
o East African market economy
o Security issues
Those topics refer perfectly to the core declarations which have been defined by several
international organizations like UN, World Bank or EU and make Rwanda an ideal place to
debate on development issues.
Rwanda‘s path to success is paved with its stringent improvement and development after the
genocide in 1994. Considering its past, Rwanda builds its own future. The country has shown
that by good governance, anti-corruption policies, fairness, gender equality and attempted
sustainability a country can overcome a low point. Now, this should be used for its own good
and convey the success locally, nationally, internationally and globally. This means also to
communicate this immense progress to MICE buyers and competing destinations.
One of Rwanda‘s strengths is its determination and responsibility to establish a new identity,
which should be one of the prime topics within the region and worldwide to at-tract future MICE
stakeholders.
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11.3 Rwanda’s MICE USPs
The basis for a successful positioning is the definition of a Unique Selling Proposition (USP) for
the MICE sector. In Rwanda the USP consists of several columns - as Rwanda is a diverse
country with a compound background - which sum up the foundation Rwanda can build its
MICE tourism upon.
Figure 12: The Pillars of Rwanda‘s MICE USPs

Of course, not all of the USPs are equally important for all target markets. The following graph
illustrates the importance of the competitive advantages for the two main segments: the African
and the international markets (U.S., EU, Arabia and Asia).
Figure 13: Competitive Advantages in International and African Comparison
Competitive Strengths

Compared to
international
MICE
destinations
(US,
Europe, Asia)

Compared to
MICE MICE
African MICE USP
USP
destinations
Intern. Africa

Travelers‘ perception: safe and stable
Travelers‘ perception: green and clean

self-evident
standard

distinctive
distinctive

Yes
Yes
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Genuine tourism product - USP: Mountain
Gorillas; Nyungwe, Dance &Drums
distinctive for
frame
programs
and incentives
Low medical risks
distinctive

distinctive for
frame
programs
and incentives
distinctive

Kigali‘s strategic geographical location in Africa irrelevant
Complement in EAC
interesting

distinctive
irrelevant

Yes

Modern Venues / Convention Centre
In near future: hybrid meetings facilities
Good air traffic routes in Africa

self-evident
distinctive
irrelevant

distinctive
distinctive
important

Yes
Yes

High biodiversity

irrelevant

irrelevant

Genuine authenticity
Multilingual (French, English, Kinyarwanda)

distinctive
self-evident

distinctive
self-evident

important

important

Kigali: compact city of short distances

Rwanda
specific topics for the international
market:
Conservation, biodiversity and
sustainability, Justice and reconciliation.
distinctive
Women rights and gender, Urban management,
Health issues and HIV, Poverty Reduction, Good
governance. Development
of
biogenic
medicine, East African market economy, security
issues
Rwanda specific topics for the African markets:
conservation and sustainability; safety and
security; climate change; regional integration;
women rights and gender; datacenter ICT;
business climate and poverty reduction; urban
management; health and HIV; good governance;
culture and sports; poverty alleviation; and global
funding
Source: COMPASS GmbH 2012

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

distinctive

Yes
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11.4 Rwanda’s Positioning Process
The positioning should be intended internally and externally; internally to strengthen the
Rwandan identity and externally to attract investors and business partners.
Rwanda‘s positioning process can be displayed in a three-step model shown below:
Figure 14: Rwanda’s Positioning Process

In terms of positioning Rwanda as the leading MICE destination in the region, all those
responsible for the MICE sector in Rwanda need to promote a high level of alignment between
the public and private sectors through effective engagement and involvement. This task is
usually overtaken by a convention bureau, which also includes establishing improved
mechanisms for communication between MICE-tourism related businesses, associations,
suppliers and the public sector; working with industry groups and associations in working groups
on a regular basis; coordinating organisational structures/ professional bodies and developing
efficient ways to share information within the industry and the international markets.
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12.

MICE Objectives

In order to meet the vision and to fulfil a clear positioning, the MICE objectives are formulated
and explained further in the following.
12.1

Increase Sales

Main Objective
The development of the MICE sector should produce a continuous rise of the overnight stays in
the country. The demand for MICE related services shall also increase permanently. Annual
growth rates in the MICE sector should achieve an average of 35% in the next 10 years.
Sub Targets
o Development and Implementation of the Rwanda Convention Bureau (RCB)
The RCB will have the goal to increase domestic and international business and will act as ‗one
stop solution‘ for independent information and assistance, neutral advice on all aspects of hosting
and organising any business event. The RCB will coordinate national bidding, will undertake
research and will collaborate with the private business tourism industry to present a united front
for the destination Rwanda. It will provide pre and post-bid support, destination expertise,
meeting, event and convention planning support and on-site event services.
The positive MICE development in Rwanda triggered by a convention bureau is plain prediction;
but looking comparatively to other destinations operating a convention bureau (even recently
opened like South Africa), the benefits are perfectly obvious5.
a) General Requirements
Independent from the organisational structure some general requirements have to be taken into
account:
o The classification of tasks between the RCB and other RDB departments and/ or
associations (e.g. PSF) has to be defined clearly. This includes at least:

5

i.

Tourism marketing

ii.

Sales promotion and bookings

iii.

Product development

Comprehensive competitor analysis in: Rwanda MICE Development Feasibility Study, RDB, 2012 and Rwanda
MICE Development - Convention Bureau - Strategy and Strategic Plan, RDB, 2012
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iv.

Organisation of events

v.

Promotion of economic development

o Skills of management and staff: A convention bureau is a service provider which operates
on the international level. Therefore it is crucial that the management and staff are
experienced and skilled in terms of management and leadership, communication,
organisation and promotion. Independent of the structure of the RCB the selection of the
team is one of the main success factors. Here, certificates and diplomas are less important
than the dynamic personality, engagement, leadership skills and creativity.
o Support of RCB by RDB, Ministries and Stakeholders: The roadmap and all measures
identified only can be successful if the three major players support the RCB.
i.

RDB: The international tourism marketing has to be done in close cooperation with the
MICE marketing. Especially regarding incentives, the general tourism marketing is of
special importance for the success for this field of action.

ii.

Ministries: MICE market development is a long-term process. Ministries and
governmental institutions should be confident and uncomplaining, if short term results
are lower than expected. In the medium and long term the RCB will be successful if the
strategies are realised professionally.

iii.

Stakeholders: Companies, associations and the DMAs build the platform of the MICE
market. Without the participation of these stakeholders it will be difficult to develop a
successful MICE market within Rwanda. Hence, the acceptance of the work of the RCB
and the active co-operation with the private sector is the basis for the development at all.

b) Organisational Structure - RCB as Public Private Partnership
A national convention bureau has to keep the balance between the private sector and public
institutions. The tasks of a convention bureau are generally, to facilitate the MICE business of
the enterprises in order to increase their revenues and to promote the country as destination for
MICE tourism. Therefore the organisational framework needs to cover both viewpoints, which
means that stakeholders from the public and the private sector have to be involved in the work of
the Rwanda convention bureau.

Thus, and learning from best practices, a convention bureau has a great advantage, in case it is
not a pure membership driven organisation and therefore it can work independently and free
from bias when distributing leads and matching them to the customer‘s needs. This is a great
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advantage for customers since they can be certain to receive a one-stop shop service by the
bureau; an organisation that knows the country and its suppliers very well and forwards the leads
to the right supplier.
After talks with the Rwandan tourism sector and regarding the best practices worldwide, it is
recommended that the operational part of the Rwanda Convention Bureau (RCB) will function as
part of the Private Sector Federation (PSF) or as private company, whereas the strategic
development and control is located at the RDB. RDB should establish with a phase-out plan
either a new Department or a Division under the roof of the Tourism and Conservation
Department to lead the activities of the RCB.
The funding of a convention bureau is a public task with an average share of 60%-90% of the
overall budget. 10%-40% can be collected by commercial activities and private sec-tor
contribution. The PSF funding should be increased by a defined budget for RCB activities.
RDB keeps control over the strategy, decides about human resources and controls the
achievement of defined goals. This guarantees that governmental strategies can be realized
accordingly. The management of the RCB should be independent and should have the
opportunity to make autonomous decisions. The RDB has the task to define realistic goals for the
management, control the work of the management regularly and give ad-vice, if needed.
The proposed organisation structure is shown in the following diagram
Figure 15: RCB Organisational Structure

Source: COMPASS GmbH 2013
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Within this organisational structure a clear division between the funding authority (RDB) and the
operational office (private sector) is important. This model is to be found in the most successful
convention bureaus around the world. Interviews with members of the private sector of Rwanda
also show that the private sector prefers this structure.
If a cooperation with a private management company is chosen, the management structure and
contract have to ensure, that RDB keeps all rights at the working results, that a comprehensive
documentation is carried out and that the knowledge, the business contacts and the experiences
are transparent communicated to RDB in order to prevent a dependency from an external
company.
Specifically the organisation and governance structure for RCB will be designed to:
o Position the organisation as a lead organisation for the marketing of the MICE market in
Rwanda;
o Ensure that there is an effective Public Private Partnership for the strategic management
and governance of the organisation;
o Create a framework that adequately balances the dual needs of its governmental funding
and commercial remits by memberships or others;
o Facilitate partnership, cooperation and consultation with key stakeholders.
To create a destination image and establish a destination brand it will need significant funding
support in the years ahead. Therefore, to succeed long term, it will require ongoing financial
support, be it direct from the government, the tourism industry or other sources. It is important
that this funding requirement is understood and provided.
Details on roles and functions of the RCB and stakeholders are in the strategy and strategic plan
of the Rwanda Convention Bureau.

o Development of the MICE Offer
The Rwandan government should continue to react positively and supportively to new
development opportunities which may arise particularly in the MICE segment and to promote
opportunities for new development in areas where there are gaps in supply. Here it will be
important to respond to the MICE traveller motivation patterns and travel habits of the main
MICE target groups. A good cooperation with the tourism department is essential for this
purpose.
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o Market Research and Monitoring
Most important for the development of strategies and planning is a comprehensive data basis.
Until 2021 there should be a documentation of the MICE market including the most important
data like number of overnights stays, number of meetings, incentives, conventions and
events/exhibitions including information about the customers, revenue and level of customer
satisfaction. This data should be available for all stakeholders and investors within the MICE
market in Rwanda.

o Investment Promotion
The development in the MICE sector will help to increase foreign investment in Rwanda.
Rwanda‘s MICE customers are not only a resource for referrals, but will also serve as showcases
referencing Rwanda as an attractive country for investment.

12.2

MICE Branding and Marketing

Main Objective
The development of the MICE sector will help to change Rwanda's image positively. By means
of the selected topics it will be possible to position Rwanda as a role model for the themes
‗securing peace‘, ‗sustainability‘ and ‗good governance‘. Image building will only be successful
if the interaction with the tourism sector is given.

Sub Targets
o Image Building
MICE tourism will result in an improvement of Rwanda‘s image due to the fact that business
people come to Rwanda who would otherwise not have visited the country. Besides doing
business, business travellers usually have leisure time which enables Rwanda to promote and
show its tourism assets to them. Moreover business travellers are of sub-stance back home and
can act as conduits for Ruanda when it comes to leisure travel or trade and investment
promotion.
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o Clear Positioning for International Awareness
Regarding the aspects mentioned in the vision Rwanda will have a clear position in the MICE
sector within Africa. Decision makers in the MICE industry will know Rwanda as the leading
destination for hybrid meetings and conventions, high-class eco-tourism incentives and
outstanding events like the Kwita Izina.
Rwanda should be internationally well known as convention and meeting destination for the
subject of development issues.
o MICE USPs
Both, inward and outward, the MICE USPs have to be communicated. This is primarily the task
of any marketing activities. Product development should also follow the USPs, here as well the
collaboration with the Tourism Department is essential in order to match the general tourism
USPs with the MICE USPs.
o Branding and Marketing
A recognisable brand specifically for the MICE sector but adapted to national branding, is very
important for Rwanda to make itself visible on the international market. All marketing activities
have to be in line with the other objectives of the MICE strategy and the objectives of the
tourism strategy. Marketing receives the largest allocated budget in the first five years and
activities should have highest priority.

12.3

Strengthening the Regional Economic Circle

Main Objective
The overall objective is to evoke multiplier effects within different sectors and in different
regions in Rwanda. The MICE sector is highly sustainable. The objectives always take all three
aspects - economy, ecology and social development - into account. A long-term development is
aspired.

Sub Targets
o Poverty Alleviation
The MICE industry in Rwanda will be an important driver for the creation of jobs and helps to
alleviate poverty. The lion‘s share of the income of MICE activities should re-main in the
country and trickle-down effects have to be as extensive as possible.
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o Increased Regional Added Value
Enterprises should be aware of the national strategy and contribute to a common development by
encouraging the national development. Regional value chains will be developed in every sector
of the MICE market like catering, accommodation, transportation, technical assistance,
conference services and consulting. This development will contribute to the diversification of the
Rwandan economy and will help to improve Rwanda‘s infrastructure and service structure.
Furthermore, it stimulates the introduction of additional services that are important for the MICE
market such as purchased audio equipment, hosting and conference facilities, translation services
etc. on site in Rwanda. These services and also the general improvement of infrastructure as well
as city development as a result of preparations for business events maintain and local people
benefit from introducing those items. Additionally new business opportunities such as
professional event management agencies, branding or catering companies are created – not only
for local entrepreneurs but also for foreign investors.

o Self-Sustaining Market Development
The MICE market in Rwanda should be self-sustaining as the suppliers have a close network and
co-operate intensively. The local business networks will support each other and are the guarantee
for a high-qualitative offer and best service for the visitor.

o SME Support
Local SMEs will be involved in the development process and are the first choice for MICE
managers in the country. The quality of goods and services of local SMEs have to meet the
international standards.

o Involvement of Provinces Outside Kigali
All provinces of Rwanda should participate in the MICE market. The provinces focus their offer
according to their strengths. Kigali will be the centre for big meetings and conventions, while
incentives are offered in the National Parks. Other major cities like Musanze, Rubavu and Huye
should further develop their infrastructure for events and meetings and make use of their specific
profile. This leads to the reduction of regional disparities.
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12.4

Human Resources Development

Main Objective
Qualified staff, needed for the enlargement of the MICE sector, should come from Rwanda. The
local labour market profits from the MICE development as on all levels well educated personnel
is available. A MICE network be-tween the private sector, RDB and educational institutions has
to be established.

Sub targets
o Academic Education
Academic institutions which offer courses, seminars and degrees should support the MICE
sector with market research and surveys. The existing institutions will develop as educational
centres for MICE related issues and offer their programmes also to the neighbouring countries.
o Vocational Training
At least one vocational education centre should exist which offers MICE related educational
programs. The private sector should be involved and holds a close co-operation with the
education centre.
o Training Offer
Regular on-the-job trainings and train-the-trainer seminars will be conducted to afford-able
prices. The seminar offer is marketed among private persons and enterprises. A system of
certificates and the opportunity to achieve high standards boosts the demand for trainings.

12.5

Approachability and Infrastructure Management

Main Objective
Both, decision makers from the MICE industry and participants of MICE events will get an easy
access to Rwanda. This includes all elements of the touristic service chain. Moreover, in terms of
ICT technology, the infrastructure for ―hybrid meetings‖ should be outstanding in Rwanda.
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Sub Targets
o ICT
Rwanda should have an ICT infrastructure which enables the MICE suppliers to offer hybrid
conventions and meetings. The standard of the technology should be the most innovative within
the EAC and entire Africa.
o Venues
Rwanda should have facilities and venues to host regional and international conventions and
meetings at any size; the accommodation capacities should be appropriate as well. Also in other
districts venues for bigger meetings should be available.

o Transport
Permanent flight connections to and from EAC countries, Europe, the US and the Middle East
should make Rwanda an attractive destination for the MICE market. The road connections in the
country and a system of public and private transport companies would make it easy for the
visitor to reach inbound destinations. Transport could easily be organized by professional tour
operators or the RCB.

o Services
For the meetings and convention sector all services should be available. This includes all
meeting related services as well as ATM machines in the city centres and major hotels, postal
services, laundry services, shopping opportunities as well as first aid facilities and pharmacies.

o Leisure infrastructure
The MICE guests should get the opportunity to make use of all leisure facilities and services
available to spend their free time as pleasant as possible. These include restaurants, bars, cafés
and shops, cinemas, theatres, cultural performances as well as excursion packages in the near or
distant surroundings, to get to know the country. These leisure activities generate an additional
income for the local trade and service sector and extend the length of stay.
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13. Implementation Measures
According to the objectives, measures are defined in the following, which serve as strategic
guidelines until 2021.

13.1

Increase Sales

13.1.1 Development of the MICE Offer
If the overarching aim is to attract more business people to come to Rwanda, the MICE product
must be attractive enough to compete with the worldwide offer. The MICE offer is put together
of individual components, depending on audience and customer needs and is reliant on the range
of venues, accommodation, catering and leisure activities. Moreover the existing services and
products from the tourism sector are a perfect complementary offer for the MICE segment
because every MICE visitor of Rwanda is a potential tourist – even during the same trip or when
coming back to the country later.
In future the leisure industry is advised to add new attractions to the existing offer. This includes
shows and entertainment in a Rwandan style, after work clubs, a cinema and theatre plays.
Moreover a science centre or exhibition telling stories about the Rwandan history, wildlife or
culture could be a landmark which helps to entertain the visitor and supports to improve
Rwanda‘s image.
Thus, leisure tourism activities can be used in terms of business tourism as an addition-al product
for business travellers‘ partners when developing affiliate/spouse programs or for the MICE
travellers themselves consuming these products in their leisure time or as a fix component of
their exhibition, incentive or conference programme.
It is crucial to combine offers from the business and leisure segment in attractive pack-ages,
which must be adapted to the target market and the target audience and communicate them with
the help of professional tourism marketing in the main source markets EAC, Europe and the US.

13.1.2 Marketing Planning, Research and Monitoring
In order to establish the key elements of Rwanda‘s image-building campaign for the MICE
market, market research and surveys need to be conducted to identify the perception and
appraisal of Rwanda by potential MICE clients. The image needs to be re-assessed from time to
time. Market research is integral to design an effective image-building strategy and to
determining the central marketing theme of Rwanda‘s MICE image-building campaign.
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MICE visitor surveys provide precious basic information on delegates/visitors‘ profiles and
parameters for projections of future growth. Information, such as purpose of visit, length of stay
by type of lodging establishments, travel arrangements, daily expenditures, and opinions on
accessibility, quality of service and value-for-money are essential information for improving the
MICE tourism product and planning MICE marketing campaigns. Information on expenditure
patterns of MICE tourists is crucial in determining the economic impact, including both local and
national employment and income generation capacity of the industry.

13.1.3 Investment Promotion
MICE business visitors tend to bring many more ‗knock-on benefits‘ than leisure visitors: not
only do they spend more money than tourists on subsistence, accommodation and transport, but
they also bring influence and connections, which can lead directly or indirectly to academic,
financial, commercial, sporting, cultural and political investment for the country.
Accordingly, MICE visitors have to be informed about general investment opportunities in
Rwanda. All MICE participants should get a general investment fact book, including specific
information regarding their business segments.
Meetings and conventions should be accompanied by small exhibitions about Rwanda as an
attractive investment location.

13.2 MICE Branding and Marketing
13.2.1 Branding
The overarching goal of all those responsible for the MICE sector in Rwanda must be to create a
strong MICE destination brand that can help strengthening the awareness process of the
customer for the destination. The need for image building and branding in MICE tourism is
closely linked to the tourism destination marketing of Rwanda and therefore should be developed
in coordination with the Tourism Department.

13.2.2 Marketing
The MICE marketing must be established on a professional marketing organization basis with a
strong governance and accountability framework.
Promotional tools can be used both to build awareness and to provide the MICE community with
specific information about Rwanda. Different promotional tools are more effective at different
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stages of the image-building process. Selecting the right tools is important in order to maximize
the impact of the promotional activity. This will vary over time and those who are responsible
for the MICE promotion – best the convention bureau - will gain knowledge after evaluating the
success of the tools for the targeted market segments and countries. Detailed information and
recommendations are given in the MICE Marketing Strategy for the projected Rwanda
Convention Bureau6.
Generally effective and efficient communication channels are important to disseminate bidding
opportunities to potential demand. In general four channels can be distinguished:
o Direct marketing by bidding for international conventions and creating bid books;
o Inclusion of bidding opportunities in the MICE / tourism organization‘s portfolio of
marketing collateral, web pages and media fact sheets;
o Supplying existing MICE / tourism operators with information about Rwanda‘s MICE
opportunities and proper steps to start MICE events;
o Using conventional tourism (MICE) marketing channels like tourism trade fairs, trade
journals and association consultants.
The type of materials required throughout the MICE promotion depends on the strategy chosen.
Print materials are very costly and overproduction could lead to a substantial waste of
expenditure. E-marketing material (websites, e-newsletters and e-magazines) are usually not as
costly to produce, distribution is easy and they can be easily updated on a regular basis. A mix of
traditional and e-marketing promotional material should be clarified to ensure that marketing
materials appeal to target markets.
Another effective approach is the preparation of professional bidding material, combined with
plenty of photos and reflections on the local MICE value propositions. These materials should be
utilized to clarify rates of return by inspiring the MICE demand.

13.3

Strengthen the Regional Economic Circle

The MICE development will increase (foreign) income of the Rwandan economy. In order to
achieve the objectives mentioned above it is crucial to assure that the main value re-mains within
the country.

6

Rwanda MICE Development - Convention Bureau - Implementation and Marketing, RDB, 2012
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Figure 16: The Circle of Economic Empowerment

Source: COMPASS GmbH 2012

To enhance the circle of economic empowerment the following strategic approaches are of
importance.

13.3.1 Developing Local Business Networks and Support SMEs
The MICE sector includes different sectors of the economy. A successful MICE development is
dependent on an excellent integration of all sectors. This means that local companies can find
suppliers within the country and have a close business network. To achieve this, two
prerequisites have to be given:
o The necessary goods and services have to be available in the country in a suitable quality
and quantity;
o The national organisational entity for the MICE segment (RCB) and Rwandan companies
have to get all available information about the entire offer and supply.
Therefore it is crucial to analyse which current demand can be covered by Rwandan companies.
In a second step, companies should be supported to close the gaps with new businesses. Finally a
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database should be developed which makes it easy for companies to identify the business partner
which matches best. The involved sectors are illustrated below:

Figure 17: Sectors Connected to the MICE Market

Source: COMPASS GmbH 2012

To establish a durable network between the MICE market suppliers it is important to conduct
regular meetings and workshops. The personal exchange of the companies‘ managers is the basis
for such a development. The personal meetings have to be embedded in a further framework like
mailings and databases for comprehensive information within the private sector.
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Rwandan companies which are able to fill existing gaps in the MICE service chain should be
supported by funding and consulting of governmental institutions. The facilitation of this process
is one of the tasks of the convention bureau. The already existing ―Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs) Development Policy‖ covers this topic, so that the frame conditions for this
development are given. This includes also investment promotion. If local companies cannot
deliver suitable services or goods, foreign suppliers and investors – preferably from the EAC
region have to be found to close the gaps.

13.3.2 Stakeholder Approach
A durable stakeholder involvement guarantees that local business networks can be developed and
that local companies are involved in the economic development of the MICE sector. Among the
stakeholders different groups have to be taken into account:
o Governmental stakeholders
o Province and community stakeholders
o Private sector stakeholders
It is crucial that the national MICE development is based on a bottom-up approach. That means
that permanent agreements between the different stakeholders on a national and regional level
should be conducted. This would be one of the main tasks of the convention bureau.

13.3.3 Regional Diversification of the MICE Sector
A further important aspect of the MICE development in terms of strengthening the local
economy is the integration of the provinces and cities outside Kigali.
Each province has certain eligibilities for different MICE segments. This is related to the profile
and offers of the provinces and cities. In order to avoid internal competition and cannibalization
effects between the regions it is important to establish clear profiles regarding the MICE market.
It is recommended to develop the following focal clusters in the regions:
o Kigali City: Kigali as capital and quick developing metropolis is the hub for the MICE
industry, with a focus on the bigger international and regional meetings and conventions.
o Northern Province: Due to the fact that the Gorilla expeditions start in this province and
a part of the Volcanoes NP is situated there, the region is capable to host outstanding
incentives and events like Kwita Izina. The Northern Province should focus on the
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development of further offers on an international standard to host groups. Furthermore it
is a region with strong linkages to agricultural development – Ruhengeri/Musanze is
home to the ISAE, Institute of Higher Education in Agriculture and Animal Husbandry,
and therefore an agro-based hub for Rwanda. Thus, regional meetings with reference to
agricultural issues as well as rural development and planning (e.g. water and electricity
supply, infrastructure etc.) could be a further pillar of the MICE development of the
Northern Province.
o Southern Province: The city of Butare/ Huye hosts the important National University,
the Institute for Technological and Scientific Research and the National Museum.
Moreover a large number of higher education institutions are located here. This makes
the city an ideal place for meetings and conventions in the sector of research/sciences as
well as culture and arts. It is recommended to build a science cluster here and to conduct
primarily scientific meetings in Butare/ Huye.
o Eastern Province: The Eastern Province is famous for the Akagera NP. This NP can be
a very interesting element of incentive travel. It is recommended to develop the area outside the National Park with more accommodation facilities, as the offer currently is
limited to one international hotel. Overall the standard of the park has to be adjusted to
the main competitors Kenya and Tanzania – that means professionalization of the park
offer (guides, accommodation, souvenirs etc.) and maybe also the reintroduction of large
game.
o Western Province: Lake Kivu characterizes the Western Province; its shores will be
further developed for leisure activities in the coming years. Especially Gisenyi in the
north of the Western Province should be prioritized because so far it has been the second
city to Kigali in hosting events and meetings and offers the most of hotels after Kigali. In
the South of the Western Province, Nyungwe National Park including Uwinka Visitor
Centre, trail system, canopy walk and outstanding accommodation facilities is one of the
main attractions of Rwanda. This region is suitable to host incentives and can be further
developed as a leading destination for nature-related incentive travel.
These recommendations have to be agreed with the responsible institutions from the provinces in
order to achieve an adjusted development. Rwanda provinces should develop their own MICE
strategies under facilitation of RDB/ RCB in order to adjust the strategies accordingly.
Subsequently these issues should be included in the development strategies of the provinces and
the accompanying tourism promotion. The government should give subsidies, open up regional
offices of the Rwanda Convention Bureau and develop further Convention Centres in the
specific cities with advantages of site:
o Huye Convention Centre
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o Lake Kivu Convention Centre
o Musanze Convention Centre
These all are future options to diversify the MICE segment in Rwanda and to sharpen the profile
of Rwanda in the source markets according to the topical focus of every region – and therewith
strengthen the local economic lifecycles.
The extension and development of other MICE sites and clusters must, of course, go hand in
hand with the same developments with regard to accessibility, local mobility, hospitality
industry, service sector and human resource development as in Kigali (as described in detail in
the action plan in chapter 14 of this document).

13.4

Human Resources Development

MICE business is a people‘s business. Therefore, well skilled and international experienced
employees in all elements of the value chain are one of the main prerequisites for a successful
MICE development.
In the overall context of the MICE development in Rwanda, the private sector is showing an
increasing demand for skilled workers, which cannot be fully covered within the cur-rent
education and training system. Rwanda‘s MICE companies will face difficulties in employing
skilled labour with sufficient knowledge and experience. In general, training capacity and quality
for the MICE market requires strong improvements in relation to the overall demand.

13.4.1 Educational Frame Conditions
In Rwanda there is a clear need for functional skills development at all levels in the VET
alongside university-level education. There is concern over the quality of many of the training
courses on offer; this partly reflects the lack of national standards, partly the shortage of wellqualified trainers and partly an absolute shortage of resources to fund training centres and
programmes. The need to enhance and up-grade operational skills in all areas for the MICE
sector is evident as well as opportunities to re-train and provide in-service education at all levels.
The focus on curricula should be on foreign languages, information & communication
technology, interpersonal/service development and operational skills development.
Building the necessary variety of skills cannot be achieved in the short term. To lay the
foundations for this long term process, there is a need for a comprehensive perspective of
education and training by:
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o Start to ―vaccinate‖ the children at primary school up to their graduation that MICE
tourism is important for Rwanda and which immense possibilities tour-ism could pose for
their own career;
o Raising awareness for secondary school levels to start a career in MICE (tourism,
transportation, hospitality, restaurant etc.) businesses and guest-friendly attitude;
o Establishing training possibilities to achieve competency-based skills for technical
personnel;
o Upgrading and updating the industry staff‘s competencies in line with ongoing
developments;
o Developing new and specialist professional practices, and
o Widening career opportunities while developing mid-level and high level professional
staff.

Moreover, some additional aspects are recommended for future planning:
o Relationships with the industry: The future co-operation with the industry is quite
important in terms of technical training, elaboration of the curricula, and the practical
advanced training of occupational trainers.
o Seasonal employment – training of employees: One opportunity is the possibility of
using the inter-season period as a time for training to impart new skills, guaranteeing reemployment of qualified staff in successive seasons so as to retain their services.
o Multi-skilling: One person fulfilling several roles at different times of the day combines
the tasks of several (part-time) jobs into one job. Multi-skilling is also seen as a way to
create or preserve a number of full-time jobs, as opposed to part-time jobs, since the tasks
may be performed at any time of the day.
o Education and training system: Government intends to closely associate the private
sec-tor to the training process for the MICE required skills and competencies by
designing of training programmes, training objectives, validation of skills, selection of
trainers, etc. It will promote and support an education and training system that is demanddriven and employment-oriented, success-oriented, effective, flexible and efficient.
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13.4.2 MICE Implementation Mechanism
The education and training strategic framework conditions are quite important for the sustainable
development of the human resources for the MICE market. With respect to education and
training development, the following implementations are needed:
o Development of a Workforce Strategy for the MICE Industry
A Workforce Strategy for Rwanda‘s MICE industry needs to be developed collaboratively with
government and stakeholders from the tourism and hospitality industry. Industry representatives
could contribute input in focus groups to develop an initial draft strategy, followed by industry
sector associations to provide further input, validation and identify lead contributors for the
priority actions. Meeting Rwanda‘s labour force challenges over the next years requires the
participation and involvement of all stakeholders.
o Developing Occupational Profiles for the Relevant MICE Job Positions
Preparing occupational profiles and job descriptions according to Rwandan needs or already
developed standards is crucial. The job descriptions define in detail the function within the
MICE business structure.
o Integration of MICE related Contents into the Curricula of VET and Academic
Institutions
Occupational skill standards and curricula for the hotel and tourism industry are already applied.
The MICE specific contents need to be added to these curricula with the support of international
and local experts in cooperation with the private sector and the MINEDUC. The skills standards
and curricula developed should meet the requirements of the education and training system in
Rwanda. In addition, the curricula should be competency-based, meet international norms and
the specific requirements of local MICE industry. The developed materials should be based on
an internationally recognized standard.
o Competency-Based Curricula for In-Formal Training
In order to serve the current needs of the industry short course curricula could be designed. It
must be stated though that the most obvious needs require a long -term education and these skills
cannot be obtained within a few days/weeks short courses.
o Establish Accreditation Programme
An accreditation programme is a set of industry standards or benchmarks established by and for
the MICE industry covering ethical business practice and customer service. It provides clients
and business operators with a guide to industry requirements to help them plan, develop,
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manage, improve and document their event or conference and also help potential clients to
identify operators who have achieved the industry standard for experience and expertise.
o Train Master Trainers to Become a Professional MICE Instructor
Existing teachers and persons employed as trainers should undergo training in MICE subject
oriented topics.
o Deliver Nationally Accredited Short Courses for the MICE Industry
The number of trainees to be trained under a MICE short course training programme, their
location and function, can only be determined in a reliable and responsible way once the
Workforce Strategy for the MICE Industry has been prepared and the current actual training
needs be determined against the - as yet unknown – capacity of the personnel to be trained.
o Apprenticeship Programmes
Functional links between the public and private sector on national and local level should be
established to better match graduates and employees‘ qualification and job requirements. This
could be achieved with agreements between education and training providers and the private
MICE businesses, which support a system for apprenticeships ('co-operative learning').
o International Exposure
To reinforce and strengthen the appreciation of the alternative approaches available to training,
as well as broaden understanding, key persons will be provided with the opportunity to observe
international practice. Study tours, scholarships and exchange programmes to leading MICE
destinations will enable the participants to compare different systems and to make best use of
results to the benefit of their own work.

13.5 Approachability and Infrastructure Management
13.5.1 Hybrid Meetings Hub
Rwanda‘s general pursuit to become the ICT hub for (Eastern) Africa is congruent with the
planned and partly implemented MICE tourism development. The Kigali IT Park, ad-joining the
Convention Centre is in the planning phase and should be equipped with the latest technology:
multimedia presentations, audience interactivity tools, instant information delivery channels,
Apps, on demand networking and a free flow of individual opinions. Speakers and presenters
should be able to make use of various technologies, such as real-time web content, audience
response and interaction devices, in order to bring relevance to their messages. Predictably, these
tools will become fully integrated in the planning and execution of meetings and events.
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ICT topics can be discussed within meetings, conventions and exhibitions, putting Rwanda first
within the East African Community, when considering the MICE Vision and its hybrid meeting
character. Only if Rwanda can establish a ―new‖ convention centre with up-to-date technology, it
can stand out from other EAC convention destinations, such as Kenya and Tanzania. Specific
meeting venues with several monitors and life video streaming facilities should be purchased, as
well as headsets, beamers, printers, scanners and speaker phones. Hybrid meetings can also take
place within Rwanda or in the EAC, e.g. a meeting regarding nature protection or sustainable
land use could take place in Kigali, while experts from the rural areas in the EAC attend via
online connection.
Providing fast Wi-Fi access all over the country is inevitable when aspiring to become a
competitive MICE destination. In public parks, cafes and restaurants – Wi-Fi is part of the
industry and ensures that guests are connected to their home bases and businesses.
A final paper saving method for making Rwanda a competitive ICT and MICE destination are
RFID scanners and badges (radio-frequency identification) for guests, installed at entrances and
café facilities, counting and validating every visitor. Special VIP badges, for example provided
with no-cash access to food and drink can manage different needs and legitimate access to
certain rooms.
13.5.2 MICE Venues, Local Embedding, Accommodation and Leisure Facilities
The KCC as main MICE venue in Rwanda should be embedded in a lively neighbourhood. It
should be avoided that the KCC becomes an isolated foreign object in the city. By accompanying services and retail stores around, the KCC area is also frequented when no events
take place and can evolve over time to a second city centre. Kigali City should therefore support
and accelerate the settlements of appropriate branches. Moreover the development of a Science
Centre/Museum/ Exhibition around the topics Biodiversity/ Primates/Sustainability in subSahara Africa is recommendable. Such a scientific based museum could be a landmark and USP
for Rwanda, especially when connected with the Universities.
Even though the KCC will be able to host up to 2,600 delegates, small, individual meeting
venues outside the conference centre could enhance the overall product. Especially be-cause
Rwanda has a mild climate it would be exceptional to provide roofed open air meeting facilities
with loud speaker technology and screen/beamer appliances. Sur-rounded by lush gardens or
countryside, completed with food catering this can create a non-of-a-kind meeting experience
―made in Rwanda‖. Or offer sustainably/ecologically build venues – merging technology with
nature and authenticity with 21st century. Regarding the other meeting and convention rooms in
the KCC, a modern functionality with Rwandan style decoration should make the MICE
experience a unique one, stepping away from meeting venues which have the same appearance
all over the world.
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In terms of the developments in the accommodation sector, the occupancy rate is relatively high
for the upper sector (as shown in the analysis7). The current situation shows a gap of medium
class accommodation in comparison to the planned meeting and convention facilities. Currently
there is a need to increase the room number of 3* plus accommodation which meet international
standards and demand. The situation in the 4* plus / 5* segment will be improved after finishing
the two hotels which are currently in the construction phase. Upon completion and
standardisation of the hotels the situation shows a perfect balance between the hotel categories
and MICE facilities.
It is essential to create a ―Rwandan hotel style‖: one should try to build unique hotels using local
patterns, furniture and decoration that are not interchangeable but remembered by the guests. It is
absolutely necessary to avoid being ―more-of-the-same‖. In the further development new hotels
will be created by foreign investors. Once, the demand for accommodation is documented by
rising numbers of MICE visitors, the investors will follow. Here it will be the task of the RDB to
set building regulations and development targets.
Although MICE tourism is for visitors with business purposes, leisure is an integral factor of any
MICE experience. Rwanda and particularly Kigali has the USP to be relatively safe in the
evening and at night. Compared to other African capitals, this is an immense competitive
advantage. Thus, it is essential to expand the leisure opportunities accordingly. This will also
bring additional investment and income opportunities for the private sector. Lively streets with
small cafes, bars, cinemas, gyms, theatres and music clubs as well as public swimming pools
contribute to Rwanda‘s MICE development. Important here is that all those facilities are offered
to reasonable prices in order to guarantee access to all Rwandan citizens as well, otherwise
Kigali and especially the KCC neighbourhood become business and expat enclaves and risk to
lose their authenticity.

13.5.3 Destinations’ Appearance
The first 30 minutes after entering a country are crucial to the overall image and reception of a
destination. This fact shall not be underestimated and considered in the MICE development.
Thus, at least upon opening of the KCC the arrival situation at Kigali air-port has to be improved
fundamentally. A Welcome Visitor Service (WVS) should be provided, helping foreign visitors
from stepping off the plane to leading them to the bus stands, taxi rank or shuttle service. The
service staff should be recognisable by a uniform and provided with profound knowledge about
ticket purchase, bus schedules, connecting flights, hotel bookings etc. The outstanding
hospitality of Rwanda is conveyed through this service, by purpose fully establishing jobs within
the tourism branch. Especially for the MICE market it is a special service for business travellers,
7

Rwanda MICE Development Feasibility Study, RDB, 2012
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who do not have a lot of time and like to be guided smoothly and safely to their meeting venues
and hotel facilities.
Establishing a unique narrative is also recommendable. Using a Kinyarwanda word saying
―Hello‖, ―Welcome‖ or ―Enjoy Rwanda‖ can be conveyed throughout the country.
Business guests taking this narrative home are also contributing to indirectly advertise Rwanda
abroad. This also could be a strong mutual benefit arising with the tourism sector.
In order to create a true Rwandan USP, every foreign visitor accessing the country by air or road
should receive a small, easy to handle traditional piece of artwork as merchandising gift, like a
small basket or other woven jewellery, such as bracelets, necklaces, rings etc. This contributes to
the campaign ―Only One Basket‖ supporting Rwandan women and helping overcome poverty.

By providing visitors, whether MICE or leisure, and citizens with information about on-going
and future MICE events an overall awareness for the topic is created and a higher identification
with Rwanda as a MICE destination will be achieved. An electronic event chart showing the
event, main participants, venue and adjoining functions/meetings open to the public benefits to
Rwanda‘s image without being too costly. The electronic chart could also be a project within the
ICT hub development. Endowing Rwanda as an original African country with contemporary,
unexpected technology in public areas would create epiphany for visitors and pride for locals.

13.5.4 Quick & Safe Transportation
The MICE segment is dependent on easy access to the destination. Rwanda‘s air connection is
excellent for EAC and COMESA markets and adequate for Europe and the Middle East. More
international airlines should be flying directly to Rwanda. Especially direct flights connecting
Rwanda with the USA and Asia shall be installed. Moreover, the Asian market is becoming more
and more important for Africa, as for example China is a major investor not only in Rwanda.
Ongoing investments for the restoration and launching of further airports should be continued, as
well as investing in other infrastructural projects regarding transportation and accessibility.
MICE delegates arriving at the airport must have easy access to trustworthy transport facilities.
As immediate measures a taxi system should be build up. The prerequisite for that is a licensing
procedure and registration system for taxi drivers. The taxi stand at the airport must be distinctly
visible, according signs in the arrival hall have to be installed. A good working taxi system
would enhance the overall accessibility to Rwanda, which does not only benefit the general
travel industry, but especially MICE tourism.
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In terms of public transport, an on-time public transport system would also improve the
accessibility within the country vastly – particularly in Kigali where a fixed airport-hotelconvention centre bus line should be installed.
Another aspect of public transport is a railway system, which does not yet exist in Rwanda,
however, plans are made. Connecting the neighbouring countries by rail would strengthen
Rwanda‘s geographical importance within the EAC. Furthermore, rail transport has a relatively
low carbon footprint, which is necessary in the sustainability context of the MICE Vision.

Whereas most of the roads already are in a good condition further facilities such as motorway
restaurants and souvenir shops along the route should be established.

14. Imperatives to Position Rwanda as a MICE Hub
The KCC will be a major success factor for Rwanda’s popularity in hosting large scale
conferences, meetings and conventions in the region – it will be one of its kinds, modern and
simultaneously historic combining the authenticity of Africa with the 21st century lifestyle and
design. For sure it will become a landmark and lighthouse project for the entire African MICE
market.
Close collaboration between demand drivers, intermediaries and suppliers is crucial to
ensure a successful MICE offer. To professionalize this collaboration the implementation of
a convention bureau is inevitable.
It would support the linkage between the tour-ism sector, the MICE market and other economic
sectors in Rwanda and create positive effects between these sectors. Moreover it would promote
Rwanda as a national, inter-regional and international meetings destination.
Rwandan people should make the difference – as MICE business is a people’s business the
ongoing development of the MICE workforce and improvement of the service quality is of
utmost importance.
Rwanda has the advantage to ―start fresh‖ and to learn from the MICE businesses of the direct
neighbours (Kenya, Tanzania), but also the best practices worldwide.
The most important prerequisites for a successful MICE development, which were set out in the
previous chapters are again summarized in the graph below, which also shows the current state
of development for each criterion, and the relevance of implementation.
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Figure 18: Imperatives, Relevance and Priority Setting for Being a MICE Hub

Success Factor / Imperative

Stage
Development
2012

of Level
Relevance

of
Priority to
do

Stability and security
Easy accessibility, ease of transportation (taxi)
Good infrastructure - meetings facilities
Modern and reliable ICT infrastructure
Governmental support of MICE sector
Good infrastructure – accommodation
Rwanda Convention Bureau
Strong partnerships with stakeholders
Good service quality & professionalism
(HR/staff)
Service mentality: ―MICE tourism is people‘s
business‖

Medium
Medium
Low
Low
High, exists
Medium
Medium
Medium

fundamental
Fundamental
Fundamental
Fundamental
Fundamental
Fundamental
Fundamental
Fundamental

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Low

Important

1

Low

Important

1

Good value for money ratio
―Bottom-up development‖
Good marketing activities

Medium
Low
Medium

Important
Important
Important

1
1
2

Branding and right image building
Attractive cultural/tourism offer

Low
Medium

important
Important

2
2

ICCA / international rankings
Good infrastructure - public transportation
To be home to international organizations and

not existent
Low
Low

Important
Important
Important

2
3
3

corporate headquarters
Source: COMPASS GmbH 2012

15. Required Budget and Roadmap
In order to summarize the most important actions needed, a list of measures is given below.
There are two tables: one for all crucial actions and investments of the public sector or delegated
by the public sector and a second listing all reasonable investment opportunities for the private
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sector. Actions which are already in the finalization phase are not taken into account again. The
following prices should be understood as approximate values, it is strongly recommended to
calculate the exact budgets at current market prices by respective experts.
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Figure 19: Public Sector Action Plan
No.

What to do?

Description

Who?

Due date

Priority

Estimated
Budget

1

Set up / launch of
Rwanda Convention
Bureau

For a detailed description see ―Strategy
and Strategic Plan for Rwanda
Convention
Bureau‖,
COMPASS
GmbH 2012

RDB

End 2013

Key
$ 400.000
compone
nt,
High

2

Operation
of
Rwanda
Convention Bureau

For a detailed description see ―Strategy
and Strategic Plan for Rwanda
Convention
Bureau‖,
COMPASS
GmbH 2012

RDB

Ongoing

3

MICE Workforce
Strategy

Put out a tender for elaborating a
comprehensive analysis, strategy and
action plan in order to improve the
situation on all levels of education.

RCB/
MINE
DUC

June 2014

Key
1,900,000
compone 2013+2014
nt, High $ 1,300,000
2015-2017
$800.000
2018-2021
Sum:
$10,9 m
Average per
year: $1,21m
High,
$ 50.000
key
compon
ent

Also financed
and supported
by

RTUC
RWA
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4

Train-the-Trainer
Program: short courses
for
the
MICE
industry

5

Developing
Occupational
Profiles

6

Apprenticeship ProGrams
MICE
Related
Content
Integration

7

A current train-the-trainer program
needs to be established to improve
skills and knowledge in the MICE
sector.
The program should include trainings
regarding:
-Organization of meetings and
conventions
- Guest information
- Complaint management
- Event management
- Customer care
Development of profiles for the most
relevant jobs in the MICE sector in
order to standardize the skills and
knowledge of MICE managers.

MICE topics should be included in the
national apprenticeship program.
The existing education and training programs in the tourism sector should
integrate MICE issues in all existing
curricula

RDB

Sept.
2014

Immedia
te
measure,
High

$120,000/
year

RDB
should
mandat
e
an
externa
l expert
MINE
DUC
MINE
DUC

End 2013

High

End 2013

High

n.a

From
now on
until end
2016

High

n.a

$ 20.000

RTUC/
MINEDUC/PSF

RCB

Private Sector
RDB
and
private tourism
schools
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8

Development of leisure programs

Additional to the MICE offer a
bookable and attractive leisure program
for different timeframes (2 hrs./ 4 hrs./
day trip) should be developed. These
packages should be aligned with leisure
offers designed by RDB Tourism and
Conservation but customized for the
timeframes of MICE delegates. Among
others the following attractions should
be included depending on the time
frame:
- Kigali City Tour
- Genocide Memorial
- Butare National Museum
- Arts- and Crafts Markets
- Coffee Experience
- Dancers and Drummers
- National Park packages
- Kivu Lake

RDB,
RCB

December
2013

High

n.a

Private Sector
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9

Provide
meetings
technology

10

Compatibility
mobile
Networks

11

Wi-Fi Access

hybrid

The major MICE venues should
provide
technology
for
hybrid
meetings.
Measures:
Supply
basic/main
technical
infrastructure: wiring, net affiliations,
online connectivity, Hotspots, mobile
communication etc.
- Support investment
- Inform about market opportunities
- Provide further incentives for the
private sector to invest in this
technology
of MICE delegates should make use of
their own mobile phones – the main
international mobile networks should
be supported by the Rwandan mobile
communications network
Provide free and stable Wi-Fi access in
all relevant places such as major hotels,
Public buildings (airport!), MICE
related venues as well as KCC and
RCB. Additionally there should be
some Hot Spots in the City Center.
Financial support for companies should
be granted. Public institutions should
implement the free Wi-Fi-policy in
their development plans.

RCB/
RDB

Upon
opening
of KCC,
permanent
ly

High

$ 5,000,000

KCC
Management,
Hotels,
other venues

MTN
TIGO
AIRTE
L
ETC.
RDB/
RCB

Upon
opening
of KCC

High

$1,500,000

telecommunicati
on companies

End 2014

High

$5,000,000

MYICT
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12

Improvement
of
arrival
and
departure situation
at airport

People who arrive at Kigali airport
must
feel welcomed and should be attracted
and teased by the country‘s beauty and
hospitality:
- Beautify arrival section with large
images of the main attractions (Gorillas,
Canopy Walk, lake Kivu, KCC etc.)
Care for friendly and welcoming
personnel (―Rwandan people make the
difference!‖)
Visitor information system / sign
posting following international icons/
standards making people feeling safe
and secure
Align check-in procedures to
international standards
Beautify departure section,
modernize coffee bar and restaurant, gift
shop and duty free shop
Care for friendly and courteous
personnel so that the departing guest
keeps this last positive experience in
mind (―Rwandan people make the
difference!‖)

RDB
/Airpor
t
Manag
ement

Upon
opening
of KCC

High

$10,000,000

Private Sector

66

13

Improvement
of
information at the
airport

Improve the visitor welcome service at
the airport, especially in times of large
events or conventions.
Visitor Welcome Service: MICE
welcome desk labelled with the CI of
the RCB / KCC
Hand over a traditional piece of
artwork as merchandising gift
- Electronic Chart which informs about
current events, major conventions and
meetings
- Tourism information booth with the
option to book hotel rooms and further
services
- National ticket office for all events
taking place in Kigali and Rwanda
- Bus schedules, bus tickets, etc.
- Kigali city map
- Information about Kigali City App

RDB/R
CB
/
Airport
Manag
ement

Upon
opening
of KCC

High

$2,000,000

RDB & KCC

14

Information at KCC

Welcome desk in KCC:
- City information / country information
- Booking of packages for spare time
- National ticket office for all events
taking place in Kigali and Rwanda
- Schedules of express airport bus
- Flight check in and flight information

RDB,
RCB

Upon
opening
of KCC

High

$1,000,000

KCC,
Tour operators,
incoming
agencies

67

15

Taxi improvement

MICE delegates arriving at the airport
must have easy access to trustworthy
transport facilities. As immediate
measures a taxi system should be build
up:
- Licensing procedure and registration
system for taxi drivers
- Taxi dispatch center, one central
telephone number (taxi call)
- Every licensed taxi driver gets a meter
in order to calculate an appropriate price
- Taxi stand at airport, distinctly visible,
according signs at arrival hall
- Decide for one CI-color for all official
taxis (like in NY: yellow, or in London:
black or in Germany beige), color the
cars accordingly,
- Design uniforms or shirts in the same
color to recognize official taxi drivers at
first glance

MININ
FR
A,
RURA
RDB

upon
opening
of KCC

High

$6,000,000

Private
companies

68

16

Develop a public
transport system
to/from airport

MICE delegates arriving at the airport
must have easy access to trustworthy
transport facilities. Apart from Taxis, a
public transport connection from the
airport to the main hotels is
recommendable.
Later,
a
City
Sightseeing Bus for Kigali could round
up the options to explore the city
independently.
- Bus stop at airport, distinctly visible,
according signs at arrival hall;
- Bus ticket booth could also provide
all necessary information about Kigali
and Kigali Welcome Card, clients
should pay for the tickets via credit card
- Decide for one CI (-color) for all
official busses, color the busses
accordingly,
- Design uniforms or shirts in the
same color to recognize official bus
drivers at first glance
- Synchronize the schedule with arrival
and departure of the planes
- According signs and schedules at
every bus stop
- Schedules must be available online

MININ End 2015
FR
A
City of
Kigali

High

$2,000,000
per year

Private
companies
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17

Kigali
development
around KCC

city

The KCC should be embedded in a
lively neighborhood. It should be
avoided that the KCC to an isolated
foreign object in the city. By
accompanying services and retail stores
around the KCC area is also frequented
when no events take place and can
evolve over time to a second city
center.
Kigali City should therefore support
and
accelerate
the
settlements
of
appropriate
branches:
- Restaurants, bars, coffee shops,
(international and typical Rwandan
style)
- Clothes/fashion (international
brands and sizes)
- Pharmacy, sanitary products
- Emergency medical services
- Copy shops, office supplies
- Souvenir/ gift shops (typical
Rwandan products, arts and crafts)
- Department store (international
brands)
- Dry cleaner‘s
- Etc.

Kigali
City,
RDB,

Starting
now,
ongoing

High

$20,000,000

Private sector
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18

SME support

The “Small and Medium Enterprises
(SMEs) Development Policy‖ should be
revised and supplemented by adding
MICE related issues.

19

MICE Strategies for
the Provinces

Rwanda provinces should develop their
own MICE strategies under facilitation
of RDB/ RCB in order to adjust the
strategies accordingly.

20

MICE
Implementation
for the Provinces

21

Exhibition Grounds

MINIC
OM,
RCB
and
RDB
MINIC
OM
and
RDB

end 2013

Medium

n.a

MINICOM

End 2015

Medium

$80,000

RCB and RDB

Subsidies, investment for venues and
scientific institutions. Regional office
of Rwanda Convention Bureau.

RDB

2021

Medium

$2,000,000
RCB and RDB
$
200,000/
year

Development of exhibition grounds
which
can be booked by different agents for
different exhibition purposes
- Kigali
- University City Butare (Scientific
Campus)
- African Art exhibitions
- Concentrate on strategic business
sectors for Rwanda: coffee and tea,
development issues, recycling and waste
management issues
- Strengthen the ―green‖ MICE
positioning for Rwanda
- Scientific exhibitions in Butare

Interna 2017
tional
fair
agents
Archite
cts
Landsc
apers

Medium
to
low

n.a

PSF
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22

Develop open air
meeting facilities

In cooperation with the private RDB,
sector, open air meeting facilities RCB
should enhance the unique Rwandan
meetings
and
convention
offer,
especially the incentives and events part
(get-togethers, weddings, outings)
- South African inspired (smaller
individual venues provided by private
businesses)
- Open-air venues with roofing
possibilities, varying seating options,
catering spaces (kitchen for fresh
cooking),
technology
(canvases,
beamers, speakers, etc.)
- Good accessibility (public transport)
ensures great bookings
- ―Authentic appeal‖ – thatched roofs,
African cuisine, dance, art
- Decentralization
- Each open-air venue differs from the
other and has specific advantages of site

2017

Low

$5,000,000

Private Sector

72

23

Diversification
the
MICE offer

of

To diversify the MICE product in
Rwanda, further convention facilities
shall be developed in these specific
cities with advantages of site:

RDB

2021

Low

$50,000,000

RCB

RDB,

2021

low

$5,000

RCB

- Huye Convention Centre
- Lake Kivu Convention Centre

24

Kigali City App

- Musanze Convention Centre
All important information about Kigali
could be provided online by means of a
Kigali City App (in three languages):

Kigali
City

- Addresses of embassies
- Lost luggage information
- Central taxi call
- Emergency numbers
- Online city maps
- Attractions and amenities
- Hotels, restaurants and bars
- Etc.
In addition to needed investments from the public sector, an overview of required private sector investment is given in the following
table. The findings are based on the results of the ―Rwanda MICE Development Feasibility Study, RDB 2012‖ and meetings with
stakeholders from the Rwandan tourism industry. Here most of the budgets needed are incalculable because they are depending among
others on local prices, availability and quality of workmanship.
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Figure 20: Private Sector Investment Opportunities
Sector
Private sector

Action
Establishment of a
MICE
market
supplier network

Information
Technology

Hybrid
Meetings:
Providing up-to-date
technology in hotels
and venues

Audio Visual
Facilities

Providing up-to-date
technology which
serves Rwanda to
become a hub for
green and hybrid
meetings
Combined
with
latest
technology,
offering
an
immaculate
translation sysTem

Example
Investment
Selected suppliers should organize themselves B2B platform of
in a network with the aim to found co- RCB
operations, exchange knowledge and experience
and provide as many services as possible.
- Wi-Fi in all hotels
- ICT-based conference systems
- Internet points
- Hotspots
- Apps (mobile applications)
- Small monitors on each seat in selected
conference rooms
- Fast internet connection for telecommuting
via www
- Speakers, canvas screens, headphones
- Providing translation booths + technology for
international conferences which take place on
site

MICE providers:
o Hotels
o Venues
o Software
developers

Priority
High

Due to
Hand in
hand with
RCB setup

High

2015

High

2015
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Entertainment
and Leisure

Transport

Convention
Planners

Planning of events
of all kinds which
accompany MICE
activities
- Decoration
- Music
- Show
- Cinemas with intl.
movies
Leisure
programs
specially
for
business/MICE
visitors
Modernize
and
simplify
transportation
in
cooperation with the
public sector
Providing
technology
- Sound
- Acoustics
- Beamer
- Life music
- Lighting

latest

- ―African Night‖ for business people; authentic o Event Agents High
singing, dancing, cuisine, appeal
o Cinema
- Musical which tells Rwanda‘s story
providers
- After work clubs
o Theatre
- Theatre plays in English
providers
o Musical
providers

2015

- Spouse programs
- After work excursions

Tour operators

High

2014

- Fix route through Kigali, connecting hotels,
Convention Centre, entertainment districts,
airport
- Express bus Butare-Kigali
- Express bus Convention Centre at Lake KivuKigali
- In case of a major convention at KCC,
technology, technicians, life music, audio and
visual technology needs to be at hand
- Supervising and planning knowledge needed

Public sector in High
cooperation with
private
transportation
companies

2014

o KCC
o Technology
providers
o Technology
distributors
o Event
agencies
o Artist
agencies

2014

High
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Human
Resources

Keeping
knowledge
date

Hotels

Developing further
middle
class
accommodation in
line with rising
number of MICE
delegates
and
business tourists
To diversify the
MICE product in
Rwanda,
further
Convention Centers
shall be developed
in these specific
cities
with
advantages of site:
- University City
Rwanda
- Kivu Convention
Centre
Providing
food
services for different

Convention
Centers

Food Services

expert
up-to-

o Hotels
/
Venues
- Advanced training
o Training
High
- Postgraduate training
institutions
- In-house training
o Business
- Vocational education
language
- Language education
schools
Affordable, competitive 3 to 4 star hotel o Hotel
Medium
accommodation at international standard close
investor
the KCC, airport or leisure districts
o Architects
o Landscapers
o Engineers

With estimated 140,000 MICE dele-gates o
entering Rwanda in 2020, more Convention o
Centers need to be developed.
o Decentralization
o

Public sector
MICE
investor
Convention
planners
o Convention
agencies

- Buffets, flying buffets, multi-course meals, o Cooks
finger food
o Catering

2014

2017

Medium

2020

Medium

Ongoing
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needs
(authentic
Rwandan
cuisine,
international cuisine
etc.) near KCC and
in the city center

- Catering in indoor/ outdoor locations
- Settings: decoration, music, lighting

companies
o Nutritionists
o Restaurants

